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 number and api key, don't forget to change them to match your app id & secret A: U can take help of test application developed
by Google As a way to keep track of your friends and even share your profile with them, Facebook has added a new feature

called Timeline. Timeline is similar to a newspaper, with a scrolling vertical feed that pulls up all the photos and status updates
on your friends’ profiles. You can also comment and make choices for where to publish your updates or where to share them

with your friends. I took a quick look around the new feature and saw that it still looks pretty much the same as Facebook does
today. You can see all of your friends’ updated information by scrolling down to their profiles and viewing their updates. A new
feature in Timeline is the ability to use it to put together a customized portfolio of your friends. You can view their activities on
Facebook and add photos, notes, videos, music and events. At any point, you can decide to keep your friends’ activities private
and delete everything you’ve added. Like I said, I’ve only taken a quick look around Timeline, but I can’t say I’m particularly

interested in it just yet. [via: The Next Web]We haven't seen anything officially announced, but some early speculation suggests
that there are now two iPad mini models in the pipeline. Both models are said to have the same footprint as the current iPad

mini, and will pack a 7.85-inch display. Both will use the A7 chip, but a different storage option: one model will pack 16GB of
storage, while the other will pack 32GB. Apple does already offer two iPad mini models: the original 9.7-inch iPad mini with

16GB of storage, and the second-generation 9.7-inch iPad mini with 32GB of storage. According to a report in China Economic
Times, the smaller iPad mini will be sold in China, while the larger model will be for sale in Europe and the US. Apple has

released a refreshed iPad mini with a 9.7-inch display, but there hasn't been an iPad mini with a larger screen for quite some
time. While the tablet has proven popular with consumers, its market share 82157476af
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